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#nobodysleepingonthestreet

Living on
the streets
in Barcelona
ANALYSIS OF A HOMELESS CITY

Arrels Foundation is a charitable organisation providing a range of support services to
homeless people in Barcelona since 1987. More than 2,500 people are provided annually with
housing, basic needs, social services and advice. About 400 volunteers and 60 staff members,
along with peer support workers, join forces everyday to ensure #nobodysleepingonthestreet
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Editorial

Methodology
Ferran Busquets,

director of Arrels Foundation.

Not a single day on the street

@ferranb

After four years interviewing the people who live on the streets in Barcelona, we have
come to a harsh conclusion: six months sleeping rough is far too long. A single day on
the street is an unacceptable injustice and violation of rights, but after six months a
person’s physical and mental state deteriorates dramatically.
One in ten homeless people say that they have been on the streets for more than ten
years. Half of them have been enduring the streets for more than a year. These people
are trapped, entrenched in a cycle of living on the streets from which they cannot get
out. Traditional solutions are not working anymore, condemning people to a permanent
state of homelessness. Solutions must be tailored to their needs and capacities.
The homeless Connections Week Survey makes this reality clear. The scenario is not
optimistic. Resources are scarce and no long-term agreement has been reached to
end this injustice. It is a complicated situation, made especially difficult in the context
of COVID-19 and during the state of emergency. It is not just about a lack of resources
either, with some laws, such as the immigration law, impeding any future prospects for
migrant groups.
Living on the streets reduces life expectancy. The homelessness services are not
efficient enough to cope with the number of people sleeping on the streets. The
solution is prevention and housing. As we wait for this response, we must find
solutions that reduce the suffering of these people. And, of course, work on the causes
that force people to live on the streets.

This report provides details of the homeless people in Barcelona through the data obtained
during the Connections Week Survey organised by Arrels Foundation from 2016 to 2019.
During these four years, 1,439 rough sleepers have answered the survey, with the collaboration of more than 1,600 volunteers. Moreover, this analysis is complemented by testimonies of former homeless people, professionals and experts.
What is a Connections Week Survey?
It is a tool designed to obtain qualitative data on how homeless people live and the situation
that they find themselves in. Through the Survey we can find out how many people live on
the streets in a town or city; how long they have been homeless for; their needs, health condition; whether they are accessing services or not and their vulnerability level, among other
aspects. This knowledge is essential to drive social measures and useful resources based on
their reality to help eradicate homelessness.
What tool is used?
A survey tool named VI-SPDAT (Vulnerability Index – Service Prioritisation Decision Assistance Tool) that identifies the level of vulnerability of the people interviewed. It is based on
the Registry Week methodology and was designed by the American non-profit organisation
Community Solutions. In Europe, the British organisation World Habitat has promoted and
developed this tool. Furthermore, some questions have been added by Arrels to get to know
more about the reality of homelessness in Barcelona.

The Barcelona Connections Week is an action which takes place as part of the European End Street
Homelessness Campaign launched by World Habitat. This campaign aims to #EndStreetHomelessness and 9 European cities are currently involved.
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1. The tip of the iceberg.

Recomptes organitzats per la XAPSLL (excepte 2015 i 2020)
Localitzacions durant el cens organitzat per ARRELS

Number658
of people living on the streets in Barcelona (2008-2020)
PIT counts made by XAPSLL (except from 2015 and 2020)
People located during ARRELS Connection Weeks

How many people live
on the streets in Barcelona?

1,026
892

941

1,195

1,239

956

838

658

1,239 people sleep on the streets in Barcelona every night. This number keeps
growing and it’s just the tip of the iceberg. Homelessness covers more than just
rough sleepers1 and in Barcelona there are more than 4,200 homeless people between those who live on the street; in settlements; in night shelters or private and
state-funded accommodation services, among others.

What happened in Barcelona during the 							
COVID-19 state of emergency lockdown?
• Rough sleepers became more visible, as they could not self-isolate.
• The City Council set up more than 600 emergency places for homeless people – rough sleepers
and people who were living in temporary accommodation such as hostels or bedrooms that were
closed and they ended up on the street. A third of the people housed were not living on the street
before lockdown.
• A point-in-time (PIT) count was organised by Arrels in May and 1,239 rough sleepers were counted, a higher number than last year.

658 rough sleepers were counted in the first PIT count conducted in Barcelona in 2008.
Twelve years later, more than 1,200 have been observed, an increase of more than 80%.

1 Organisations working for the homeless people at European level use Feantsa’s ETHOS classification, that comprises different categories
of homelessness and housing exclusion, such as: individuals sleeping on the street; sleeping in night shelters; living temporarily in supported accommodation; living in institutional care; living in insecure/overcrowded housing or people who live under threat of eviction.
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How many people sleep on the streets in Barcelona each year?
In 2018, 2,452 rough sleepers were contacted or given support by the Barcelona Council Street
Social Integration Service (SISMO). An increase of 70% in ten years, as there were 1,4292 in 2008.
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We have not got comprehensive data on how many people sleep on the streets in Catalonia, the rest of Spain or in Europe. We know for certain, though, that the violation of the right
to housing and the increasing number of homeless people are global issues.
• In Catalonia, 11 PIT counts in 11 towns or cities have been carried out. These represent
40% of the population and between them they have registered at least 1,600 rough
sleepers. Moreover, the Comprehensive Strategy to Tackle Homelessness in Catalonia –
that was presented in July 2017, but has still to be approved – reports 53,118 people either
homeless or living in insecure housing, of which 5,571 sleep rough or stay overnight in
shelters but have to spend the days on the street.
• The 2018 Spanish INE survey (National Institute of Statistics) about supported accommodation centres and support services for homeless people states that an average of
18,001 people are housed daily in shelters and other types of accommodation centres: a
9.5% rise with regards to 2016. Furthermore, the organisations working in Spain calculate
there are between 30,000 and 40,000 homeless people across the country. There are
more than 400,000 homeless people in Europe3.

2 Report Who sleeps on the streets in Barcelona?, by the Barcelona Council Street Social Integration Service (SISMO), from the Social
Rights Department. Barcelona Council (2019). 3 Report Human beings with human rights. Nobody on the street, made by the Homeless
People Programme of Cáritas Association, Spain (2017).
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2. The face of homelessness.
Who lives on the streets
in Barcelona?
More than 1,200 people currently live on the streets in Barcelona and they come
from different backgrounds. Each individual has their own personal history and different reasons for being on the street. Some of them may be personal, but the majority are structural causes, driven by the unfair and discriminating society we live
in. Over the last few years, the rough sleepers’ profile has changed significantly: the
number of younger people and migrants are rising.

What happened in Barcelona during the 							
COVID-19 state of emergency lockdown?
• Single adults without substance addictions and without pets were given priority for the Council’s
emergency places. There were not enough places and, consequently, 1,239 people continued to
live on the street.
• There were no places available at the three regular municipal shelters, which are open all year. For the
last few months in fact there has been a five to seven months waiting list and this may well now rise.
• A large number of highly vulnerable people we know declined to stay in these facilities because
they failed to support their complex needs.
• Arrels provided advice to more than 300 homeless people who did not know what to do or where to go.

85% of the people who sleep on the street are men; 11% are women and 4% are transgender,
identify with other genders or did not answer this question. This proportion has remained
fairly stable during the period in which we have data (2016-2019).

Gender
of homeless
people
inalBarcelona
(2019)
Gènere
de les persones
que viuen
carrer a Barcelona
(2019)
Men

Women

*Others

*Persones transg
que s'identifiquen
altres identitats d
o que no respone

85%

11%

4%

*Transgender people who identify with other genders or did not answer.

Why are there fewer women?
Homeless women tend to experience a less visible form of housing exclusion and there is a lack of
data about this4. They are seen less on the street and often stay in private settings. Women usually
seek other alternatives – overcrowded flats, squats, women’s shelters, hostels, with friends or relatives – rather than facing the street.

Rough sleepers are becoming younger
The average age of rough sleepers in Barcelona is 40.9 years old, a number that has
decreased over the last few years, due to the rise of young people, especially men.
Mitjana d’edat de les persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona (2016-2019)

2016

Average age of homeless people
in Barcelona (2016-2019)

2019

45
Overall average age

44

The average age of women has risen
by 5 years between 2016 and 2019.

Women

En global la mitjana
disminuït: de 44 any
de mitjana.

The overall average age has decreased:
44 to 41 years old.
The average age of men has decreased
by five years within the same period.

La mitjana d’edat de
ha augmentat cinc a
2016-2019.

40

Men

La mitjana d’edat de
disminuït cinc anys
període.

39

4 Read more about it with the study Homeless women in the city of Barcelona (Célebre Editorial, 2019).
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Origen de les persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona (2016-2019)

There has been a rise of very young people sleeping rough: 13% are aged 16 to 25 (in
2016 this was 8%). This increase is connected with migration pressures; difficulties to
access housing and the administrative barriers that young people leaving state institutions are confronted by when they become adults, this is especially the case for migrants. In
this age range, 95% are migrants – the majority of which come from non-EU countries – and
only 5% are born in Spain.
Origen de les persones menors de 25 anys que viuen al carrer a Barcelona (2019)

2016

2019

Nationality of homeless
people in Barcelona
(2016-2019)
39% non-EU countries
37%

Nationality of people under 25 who live on the streets in Barcelona (2019)

35% EU countries
31%

EU countries

29%

17%

Non-EU countries

78%

24% Spain

95% of the

homeless people
under 25 in
Barcelona are
migrants.

There are notable differences between the nationalities of rough sleepers according
to gender. Two out of ten men come from Spain while among women it is four out of ten.

10% have been on the street 								
for more than 10 years
Three out of four rough sleepers 					
were born outside Spain
The migrant population is overrepresented among the people who sleep on the streets in
Barcelona. Almost three out of four people were born outside Spain: 66% in 2016 in comparison to 74% in 2019. On the other hand, the migrant population for the whole city – according to the Civil Register – is 25%. We can state therefore that emigrating, especially from less
economically developed countries, is a structural vulnerability and exclusion factor: being a
migrant becomes a risk5.

Almost 30% of the people surveyed have been living on the streets for between one and six
months; another 30% six months to two years. Entrenched and chronic rough sleepers
make up a lower percentage – 10% – but they have been living on the street for more
than 10 years. The proportion is similar for all the Connections Week Surveys over the last
few years.
Younger people, logically, have been on the street for less time: 78% of the 16 to 25 age
group have been sleeping rough for less than a year. For those older than 35, less than half
have been on the street for less than a year.

5 For further information: INSOCAT Report n. 11 Migrations and vulnerability (Catalan Organisations for Social Action, 2020).
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Time on the street (2016-2019)
Temps que fa que viuen al carrer (2016-2019)
Less than
a month

2019

6 to 12
months

1 to 2
years

2 to 3
years

3 to 5
years

5 to 7
years

7 to 10
years

More than
10 years

Refused
to answer

29%

Les persones que fa
entre 1 i 6 mesos que
dormen
alof
carrer
són
The
number
people
that has been
themés
street
leson
que
han
from one to six
months
augmentat,
has risen the most. la
proporcionalment,
seva presència.
One out of ten has been
on the street for more
than ten years. They are
entrenched homeless.
Una de cada 10
persones fa més de
deu anys que viuen al
carrer. Estan altament
cronificades.

26%

16%

14% 14% 15%

7% 8%
3%

2016

1 to 6
months

5%

9%

8%

9% 9%
6%

5% 4%
4%

5% 5%

2016
2019

Half of young rough sleepers
have lived in care centres
15% of the participants surveyed in 2019 report living in a care centre at some point in their
lives. Data according to age is especially revealing regarding the current failure of the social
protection system and the challenging transition to adult life. Many children and young
people who live in these institutions are condemned to homelessness once they
reach the legal age.

15%

56%

64%

86%

of homeless people have
lived in a juvenile care centre

of young homeless migrants
aged 16 to 25 from non-EU
countries have lived in a
juvenile care centre

of young homeless people
aged 16 to 25 have lived in
a juvenile care centre

of young homeless
Moroccan migrants aged
16 to 25 have lived in a
juvenile care centre
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3. Vulnerability.
What are the effects
of homelessness?

Rough sleepers
vulnerability in Barcelona (2016-2019)
Vulnerabilitat de les persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona (2016-2019)
. 18%

100%

. 61%

80%

La proporció de persones en
The de
percentage
ofalta
people
situació
vulnerabilitat
s’ha with
mantingut
a high estable.
vulnerability level has

remained stable.

60%

The length of time a person remains on the street has a direct influence on their health
and vulnerability index. After six months, the number of people with a high vulnerability level rises. Living on the street means a constant violation of rights, deterioration of physical and mental health and exposure to physical and verbal abuse.

El darrer
hayear,
augmentat
el
In theany
last
the percentage
percentatge de persones en
of people
with a moderate
situació
de vulnerabilitat
mitjana,
mentre
ha caigut ellevel
percentatge
de
vulnerability
has risen,
persones en situació de
while thebaixa.
percentage of low
vulnerabilitat

40%

vulnerability has reduced.

. 21%

20%

What happened in Barcelona during the 							
COVID-19 state of emergency lockdown?

Vulnerabilitat mitjana

• Arrels has gathered 36 cases of rights violations, related to the right to freedom of movement; the
right to security and to the use of public space.
• Especially during the first few days, rough sleepers were requested not to stay in public places by
the police and some of them were fined. Arrels has reported eight cases to the Council in order to
have the fines cancelled.
• Lockdown has encouraged many neighbours to help homeless people through individual actions
and community networks

Almost eight out of ten rough sleepers in Barcelona have a high or moderate vulnerability level that indicates they are in need of specialist social care. This vulnerability had
decreased over the last few years but now it is growing (in 2016, it was 80%; in 2018 71% and
now it is 79%). 18% of people who live on the street are in urgent need of this specialist care support, as they are highly vulnerable.
Chronic homelessness is becoming more common. The lack of services and resources
has a serious impact on the homeless people’s living conditions.

Low vulnerability
Moderate vulnerability
High vulnerability

Vulnerabilitat alta

0%
2016

• Rough sleepers who did not have a safe place to self-isolate have been more exposed to abuse and
dangerous situations.
• During lockdown, three people living on the street were killed; another died in a fight and one person died in an accident.

Vulnerabilitat baixa

2017

2018

2019

Who are the most vulnerable?
Homeless people with a high vulnerability level

18%

30%
16%

Men

25%

13%

Women

Spanish
nationality

Other EU
nationalities

Non-EU
nationality

22%

19%

14%

43%

AGED BETWEEN 16
AND 25 YEARS OLD

AGED BETWEEN 26
AND 45 YEARS OLD

AGED BETWEEN 46
AND 65 YEARS OLD

AGED OVER 65
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Homeless people with a high vulnerability level according to nationality, gender and age

40%

29%

Women from
non-EU countries

Men and women
from Spain

54%

25%

People aged between
16 and 35 from Spain

Three out of ten Spaniards living on the streets are in a very vulnerable situation.
The percentage of people coming from other countries with a high vulnerability level is lower: 16% of EU citizens and 14% of non-EU citizens are categorised as having a
Vulnerabilitat
de les persones
al carrer a Barcelona,
per and time spent on the streets
high vulnerability level. This
difference
canque
beviuen
explained
by age
origen (2019)
– in many cases, Spaniards
are older and have lived on the street longer.
(Vulnerabilitat Baixa, Mitjana i Alta)
Homeless people
vulnerability,
according to
nationality (2019)

Spain

Other EU
countries

Non-EU
countries

16%

14%

28%

People older than
55 from EU countries
61%

64%
60%

42%

People aged between 16 and
25 from non-EU countries
12%

According to data collected over the last few years, the elderly and young people have seen their situation worsen the most: people older than 65 with a
high vulnerability level increased from 13% in 2016 to 43% in 2019 while for young
people aged 16 to 25 that increase is from 4% in 2016 to 22% in 2019.

25%

20%

Women rough sleepers are, by comparison, more vulnerable than men.
In addition, their situation has become increasingly disadvantaged.
Homeless people vulnerability, according to gender (2016-2019)

Vulnerabilitat de les persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona, per gènere (2016-2019)

Men

Homeless people with a high vulnerability level according to age range (2016-2019)

Women
25%

Persones en situació de vulnerabilitat alta, per franges d’edat (2016-2019)
16-25
26-35

22%

4%
6%

62%

Low vulnerability
Moderate vulnerability
High vulnerability

57%

14%

36-45
46-55

The qualityLaofsituació
life ofde
the
les persones més
youngest age
has de manera
jovesgroup
ha empitjorat
preocupant.
deteriorated
dramatically.

18%

30%

22%
25%

14%

56-65

13%

65+

13%

21%
43%

El grup de majors de 65 anys és
el que més ha empitjorat la
group
has
seva situació.

The 65+
deteriorated the most.

20%

18%

2016

2017

Vulnerabilitat baixa

2018

2019

Vulnerabilitat mitjana

2016

2017

Vulnerabilitat alta

2018

2019
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Homeless people vulnerability, according to length of time on the street (2019)

Does the vulnerability index consider structural factors enough?
The ‘VI-SPDAT’ survey (Vulnerability Index – Service Prioritisation Decision Assistance Tool) mea-Vulnerabilitat baixa
sures a person’s vulnerability level according to age, history of housing and homelessness, socialVulnerabilitat mitjana
skills and daily functioning, risks and wellbeing. However, it does not consider gender or place ofVulnerabilitat alta
birth as vulnerability factors.
Therefore it can be argued that the index might overlook structural factors that cause social inequalA partir dels sis mesos de
ities and worsen the situation of a homeless person. Women, transgender individuals and people
viure al carrer, 1 de cada
with a different gender have often suffered gender abuse throughout their lives and on the streets 4 persones està en
situació de vulnerabilitat
they continue to be victimised.
alta.
The vulnerability index also fails to take into account immigrants without residence permits who
have added difficulties in accessing basic services within the social welfare system, as well as work
and housing. Their street homelessness can also be caused by the very fact of migrating.

Six months on the street is too long
The longer a person sleeps rough, the more vulnerable and disadvantaged they become.
Among the people who have been on the street for less than six months, only 1 out
of 10 is very vulnerable but, from six months on, that figure becomes one out of four.
The waiting time to access the three low threshold municipal shelters in Barcelona was five
to seven months at the beginning of the year, before the outbreak of COVID-19. On top of
that, more than 600 emergency places in the city will be closed over the next few months,
so the waiting time to access the night shelters can be expected to rise significantly.

Vulnerabilitat de les persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona, segons el temps que fa que viuen al carrer (2019)
80%
72%
63%

58%

65%

64%

68%

63%

After six months living
on the street, one in
every four has a high
vulnerability level.

50%
40%
32%

37%
27%

27%
21%

11%

9%

10%

25%

15%

13%

9%

7%

3%
Less than
a month

1 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 2
years

2 to 3
years

3 to 5
years

19%
14%

5 to 7
years

7 to 10
years

People who have been on the street less and
more than six months and their situation (2019 data)

More than
10 years

Low vulnerability
Moderate vulnerability
High vulnerability

LESS THAN
6 MONTHS
ON THE STREET

MORE THAN
6 MONTHS
ON THE STREET

Moderate or high vulnerability level

60%

90%

Low vulnerability

39%

10%

Report having addictions (drugs, alcohol or both)

20%

34%

Have suffered verbal and/or physical abuse since on the street

34%

41%

4%

12%

Have a chronic disease

23%

31%

Have struggled to maintain housing or have been expelled from
a centre or support service because of mental health problems.

6%

12%

Have been hospitalised as an inpatient over the last six months

17%

26%

Have been treated in A&E over the last six months

35%

41%

Avoid getting help when they are sick or not feeling well

21%

30%

Take part in risky activities
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What makes rough sleepers more vulnerable?
The vulnerability index is calculated according to 17 factors categorised in five groups: age,
homeless trajectory; social relationships and daily activities; risks and wellbeing. These are
the principle vulnerability factors that affect people experiencing homelessness, in addition
to the main cause: living on the street.
Rough sleepers with a high vulnerability level
Have been on the street more than six months or have had at least three
homelessness episodes in the last year
Have been asked for money and /or have no income
(welfare benefits, pensions, salaries or informal jobs)

Rough sleepers with a moderate vulnerability level
Have been asked for money and /or have no income
(welfare benefits, pensions, salaries or informal jobs)

82%

Have been on the street more than 6 months or
have had at least three homelessness episodes in the last year

75%

Have physical health issues

47%

Have been attacked (physically or verbally) since they’ve become homeless;
have threatened or tried to hurt someone or themselves in the last year

44%

87%
84%

Rough sleepers with a low vulnerability level

79%

Have been asked for money and /or have no income
(welfare benefits, pensions, salaries or informal jobs)

63%

Have been attacked (physically or verbally) since they’ve become homeless;
have threatened or tried to hurt someone or themselves in the last year

79%

Have been on the street more than 6 months or
have had at least three homelessness episodes in the last year

38%

Have been treated in emergency services at least four times in the last
six months (A&E; admitted to hospital; crisis service; mental health services;
prison; integrated domestic abuse services, etc.)

71%

Have mental issues or disabilities

61%

Have physical health issues

Are alcohol or drugs users

54%

Became homeless partly because of a relationship breakdown or a destructive
relationship or because they were kicked out by a relative or friend

53%

Are not taking medication properly or are selling it

47%

Are not capable of covering their basic needs
(having a shower, change of clothes, resting, getting food or drinking water)

39%

Increasing numbers of people with mental
illnesses who cannot live independetly
Over the last few years, more people report having a mental illness or neurological disorder that prevents them from having an independent life: 4% in 2016 rising to 9% in
2019. Among the people with a high vulnerability level this figure has doubled: 15% in 2016
to 32% in 2019. Moreover, in 2019 the situation of women suffering mental health problems
has worsened more than in any other year. 14% of women claim to suffer a mental illness
that stops them from having an independent life.more than 600 emergency places in the
city will be closed over the next few months, so the waiting time to access the night shelters
can be expected to rise significantly.
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Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que afirmen tenir alguna malaltia mental o trastorn cerebral
Rough
sleepers with a mental illness or neurological disorder that hinders
que els impedeix viure de manera independent (2016-2019)
them from having an independent life (2016-2019)
Amb vulnerabilitat
The elpercentage
rises
alta,
percentatge
ha
acutely
for
people
with a
crescut alarmantment.

32%
30%

high vulnerability level

The degree of vulnerability is significant: 70% of people with a high vulnerability level
have been a victim of abuse. It decreases among the people with moderate or low vulnerability, but in all cases the number of attacks has risen over the last year.
Rough sleepers in Barcelona who have been subjected to
aggressions, according to vulnerability level (2019)

Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que han patit agressions, per grau de vulnerabilitat (2019).

20%

Low vulnerability

15%

El percentatge
global de persones
Theafirmen
globalque
percentage
que
tenen
has also
increased
since
alguna
malaltia
mental
o the
trastorn
cerebral que Week
first Connections
els impedeix viure de
manera independent
també ha augmentat
des de l'inici del cens.

9%

10%

4%
0%
2016

2017

2018

Moderate vulnerability

2019

High vulnerability

7 out of 10 people
with high levels of
have
7vulnerability
de cada 10 persones
en situació de
been subjected to
vulnerabilitat alta han
rebut
agressions
verbals
physical
or verbal
o físiques.
abuse

70%
38%
15%

Living on the street violates
rights and is dangerous

Why are these offences not reported?

Living on the street is a risk in itself and implies a constant violation of rights, from the right
to housing to the right to health care, wellbeing, privacy and personal security.
One of the risks of living on the street is suffering abuse, a reality that increases year after
year. 40% of rough sleepers have suffered physical and/or verbal abuse. Women are
doubly vulnerable, for being homeless and for being exposed to gender abuse. Almost half
of women have suffered some kind of aggression since they have been on the street.

Violence against homeless people is one of the most invisible types of abuse. Many victims believe that attacks are intrinsically linked to their situation and do not realise that it is an offence.
The majority of victims do not press charges for various reasons: they think it will be useless; for fear
of reprisals or, in the case of migrants without resident status, most of the time they do not report
it for fear of being deported. The Penal Code does not include the concept of aporophobia6, that is,
the simple fact of being homeless or financially disadvantaged makes the victims especially vulnerable to hate crimes.

Rough sleepers who have suffered physical or verbal abuse (2019)
Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que han estat víctimes d’agressions físiques i/o verbals (2019)
4 de cada 10

Women

Men

48%

39%
Average in Barcelona

4 persones
out of 10
que viuen al
carrer
han
estat have
homeless people
víctimes d’agressions.
been
victims
Aquesta
dada of abuse.
This
figureentre
is even
empitjora
les
dones:
la
meitat
han
higher for women:
patit agressions
half
of them have been
físiques i/o verbals.
subjected to physical
or verbal abuse
6 Aporophobia is a term coined by the philosopher Adela Cortina to describe the fear and therefore discrimination of poor people.
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30% of rough sleepers have addictions
Addictions are a vulnerability factor for almost 30% of the people surveyed: 13% consume
alcohol; 12% drugs and 4% use both substances, according to 2019 data. People with a high
vulnerability level report more substance addictions than other groups: 14% alcohol; 30%
drugs and 11% both substances.
Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona amb addiccions, per grau de vulnerabilitat

Rough sleepers
in Barcelona with addictions,
(2019)
according to vulnerability level (2019)

55%

Més de la meitat de les
More than en
a half
of rough
persones
situació
de
vulnerabilitat
alta
sleepers with high
levels
mencionen
addiccions
of vulnerability
report a
l’alcohol
i/o
drogues.
having alcohol and/or
drug addictions.

Un 30% de les persones
30%han
of people
que
respost
surveyed inel2019
report
l’enquesta
2019
having addictions.
mencionen
addicions.

27%

15%

Low
vulnerability

Moderate
vulnerability

High
vulnerability

Of the participants surveyed, the age ranges that report most alcohol addiction issues are
36 to 45 (15%) and 46 to 55 (21%). Drug consumption is predominant among the younger
population: 16-25 years old (16%) and 26-35 years old (17%).
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4. Social support services.
What services are accessible
and what is needed?
When the main objective is to get by day-by-day and you do not know where to find
help, the physical and mental effects of street homelessness become more acute. Many
rough sleepers say that they cannot cover their basic needs. The data also shows that
not everybody receives social support services and that more resources are needed.
Above all, these services must be tailored to their complex needs and problems.

Basic needs: four out of ten people with
a high vulnerability level cannot cover them
The 2019 Connections Week revealed a rise in the number of people who cannot cover
their basic needs: 14% in 2018 to 27% in 2019. It has practically doubled in a year. Despite
this increase, 65% of the participants surveyed say they are able to cover them.
Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que no poden cobrir les
necessitats bàsiques (2016-2019)

Homeless people in Barcelona
who cannot cover their basic needs (2016-2019)
22%

27%

20%
14%

What happened in Barcelona during the 							
COVID-19 state of emergency lockdown?
• There were times, especially during the first weeks of lockdown, when the basic needs of rough
sleepers were not covered.
• Approximately twenty support services, such as shower services, soup kitchens and day centres, closed at the start of the state of emergency. Libraries, train stations and public spaces,
where people rest during the day, were also inaccessible.
• Of the 600 emergency places provided by Barcelona City Council, only 160 will continue to be
provided until the end of the year. The rest will close in September. What will happen to the majority of people who will have nowhere to go?
• Beyond the emergency situation, the challenge is to prevent, tackle and find a solution to homelessness, and the right to housing should be the starting point. The focus should look beyond
social services.

2016

2017

2018

2019

They do not know where to find help
Up to 1,344 people went to Arrels last year, explaining that they had been on the streets for a
short time or that they were on the brink of losing their home and asking where they could have
a shower and receive basic services. Many of these people had previously been to community
social services or the Council’s specialist homeless services, but had not got any response. The
majority of cases are people with independent living skills and good health who can still engage
with mainstream social support services. Every one of them should have a social worker.
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Not having basic needs covered
impacts on the level of vulnerability

Rough sleepers in Barcelona who have been assisted by a case worker

Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que diuen que han estat ateses per un treballador/a social els darrers sis mesos, per grau de
in the last
six months, according to vulnerability grade (2016-2019)
vulnerabilitat
(2016-2019)
High vulnerability

Moderate vulnerability

Low vulnerability

Yes
No
Refused

People with a high vulnerability level cannot cover their basic needs.
Rough sleepers in Barcelona who cannot cover their basic needs,
according to vulnerability level (2016-2019)

Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que no poden cobrir les necessitats bàsiques, per grau de vulnerabilitat (2016-2019)
Low vulnerability

Moderate vulnerability

High vulnerability

38%

39%
34%

27%

32%

Almost 40% of
Quasi el with
40% a
dehigh
les
people
persones en situació de
level
of vulnerability
vulnerabilitat
alta no pot
cobrir les
sevestheir
cannot
cover
necessitats bàsiques.
basic
needs.

50%

2016

60%

2017

57%

56%

2018

2019

43%

45%

2016

Si

36%

2017

2018

39%

2019

38%

36%

26%

20%

2016

2017

2018

No
NS/NC

2019

22% 23%

9%
3%

3%

2016

2017

2018

13%

2019

Seven out of ten people with a high
vulnerability level have been treated in A&E in
the past six months

11%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2016

2017

2018

2019

Half of rough sleepers have not visited any emergency medical services in the past six
months while 39% have. This percentage has increased over the last few years, starting with
31% in 2016. On the other hand, up to 67% of people with a high vulnerability level have
been treated at A&E in the past six months. In 2016 the figure was 56%.

Half of the people who have been on the streets for less than a month point out that they
are not capable of covering their basic needs (58%). From then on this decreases and lies
between 20% and 37%; a little closer to the global figure (27%).

Social support: everybody
should be entitled to it

Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que han rebut atenció mèdica a urgències els darrer sis mesos, per grau de vulnerabilitat
(2016-2019)
Rough sleepers in Barcelona who have been treated in A&E in the past

six
months, according to vulnerability level (2016-2019)
Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que han rebut atenció mèdica a urgències els darrer sis mesos, per grau de vulnerabilitat

Vulnerabilitat(2016-2019)
baixa

Among the most vulnerable, more people receive social support than those who do not. Despite this, there is still a lack of support, as everybody should be able to access a social worker.
Data also suggests that a significant portion of people with a moderate and low vulnerablity
level have no recollection of having received any social support over the last six months.

Vulnerabilitat mitjana

Low vulnerability

Moderate vulnerability

67%
High vulnerability
65%
64%

56%

64%

65%

56%

36%
29%
22%
16%

Vulnerabilitat alta

16%

16%

14%

16%

27% 29%
27%
26%

22%

Evolució del total de
persones que han rebut
67%
Evolució mèdica
del total de
atenció
Evolution
the
total
persones
queof
han
rebut
d'urgències
durant
els sis
atenció
mèdica
of
rough
sleepers
mesos
anteriors a who
d'urgències durant els sis
have anteriors
been treated
in
l'enquesta.
mesos
a
l'enquesta.
A&E in the

six months
before the survey.

36%

26%
39%
39%

31% 32%
31%
32%30%
30%

14%

2016 2017 2018 2019

2016

2016

2017

2018

2017

2019

2018

2016

2019

2017

2016

2017

2018

2018

2019

2019

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

2018

2019

2016 2017 2018 2019

2019
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At the same time, 23% of the people surveyed report having been hospitalised as an inpatient in the past six months; 36% of women and 45% of people with a high vulnerability level.

Low-threshold services are needed
Data indicates the need to adapt some housing programmes to the needs of a number of rough
sleepers to prevent them from deteriorating even further. What is needed are low-threshold
night accommodation facilities with flexible opening times where alcohol consumption is limited but not prohibited. Arrels’ Flat Zero, with ten beds, is an example of this. Since opening in 2017
until the end of 2019, 165 service users have slept and felt safe in Flat Zero. 69% of these people
have improved their situation. We suggest that every neighbourhood in the city should have a
Flat Zero so that people can stay safely overnight in a housing service, keep their belongings
with them and not have to walk long distances.

Services and solutions based
on the reality of homeless people are needed
Almost two out of ten adults have had to abandon a housing or supported accommodation programme due to mental and/or physical problems. 10% of the people surveyed have
been forced to leave a flat, night shelter or other type of accommodation due to a physical
health condition. 11% have had difficulties in maintaining their housing or have been ejected
from a flat, shelter or other housing programme because of a mental health condition. Some
of these individuals have even endured both these situations. Both these figures increase
among people with a high vulnerability level.

Rough sleepers in Barcelona who have been forced to leave their housing or night shelter
due
to mental and/or physical issues, according to vulnerability level (2019)
Persones que viuen al carrer a Barcelona que han hagut d’abandonar un habitatge o alberg per problemes de salut física i/o mental, per grau de vulnerabilitat (2019)
Low vulnerability

Salut física

3% Physical health

Salut mental

7% Physical health
Moderate vulnerability

Physical health
Mental health
Both

7% Mental health
1% Both

14% Physical health
High vulnerability

18% Mental health
13% Both

Ambdues

Quasi la meitat de
persones en situació de
vulnerabilitat alta han hagut
d'abandonar un habitatge o
alberg per problemes de
salut física, salut mental o
ambdós casos.

Almost half of the people with a high level of vulnerability have been forced to leave
their housing or night shelter due to physical problems, mental problems or both.

Most of the housing services, both mainstream and from the homeless services network,
are not ready to cope with and address the complex needs of many people who live or have
lived on the street, are in a poor physical, mental and/or cognitive condition, and have other
co-morbidity problems such as substance use.
Alcohol or drug use is a cause for being ejected from a flat or housing programme for one
out of ten people. These addictions also represent an added difficulty when trying to access
or maintain housing for 17% of the people surveyed.
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Interviews
and testimonies

“The street is exhausting. But everybody likes to do something. You’ve
got to look for something to do, to feel useful and to keep away from
alcohol and drugs”.
Úrsula Alonso has lived on the street for more than eight years
You can read the full interview here

Interviews with people with lived
experience of homelessness
Interviews with staff
“Violence is normal. The majority is verbal and there’s also aggression
for the sake of it, for example those that abuse women. If I’m sleeping
on the street, what harm am I doing? Why do you start bothering me?”
Juan Verdón has lived on the street for 15 years					
You can read the full interview here

“Rough sleepers reduce their expectations to a minimum: getting
a shower, clothes, food. It’s obvious that they need housing, but it’s
not on their list of priorities anymore. What they do is survive”.
Marta Maynou, Arrels outreach team manager				
You can read the full interview here

“The first week in my flat I slept on the sofa. It took me days to get used
to the bed. Now I sleep with the light on; it’s a small lamp, with an energy-saving light bulb, as after eight years sleeping under a streetlamp, I
can’t bear the dark. It’s obvious that living in a flat is great and you feel
safer, but for me it’s just a shelter where I can rest. It gets on top of me
if I’m locked in all day. Having a flat has fixed 50% of the problem”.
Davide Andreoli has lived on the street for eight years			
You can read the full interview here

“When you end up on the street, you soon realise that the homelessness support services have many deficiencies. You might have to
wait five months to be allocated a night shelter, if you’re lucky and
are able to get there by your own means. Straight away you see that
it’s very challenging: go here to get a shower, go there to get food…
Services are very fragmented”.
Gemma Gassó, Arrels outreach team case worker
You can read the full interview here
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“The longer you live on the street, the harder it is to get off it. You
have no job; no stable housing; no self-esteem and your self-confidence… After six months you don’t see it as a temporary situation,
you become resigned to it”.
Bob Walker, Arrels outreach team case worker				
You can read the full interview here

“We often see conditions that have become critical and the only possible treatment is palliative care. A rough sleeper can’t easily access
the health system and when he/she manages to do so it’s because
they are seriously ill and goes to A&E”.
Daniel Roca GP and Arrels collaborator 						
You can read the full interview here
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Proposals to make

#nobodysleepingonthestreet

posible

SHORT-TERM

TRANSFORMATIVE MEASURES
1. Open small facilities in every neighbourhood							
so that hundreds of people are able to get off the streets.

COVID-19 MEASURES
1. Emergency resources should be permanent.
2. Large-scale confinement facilities should be avoided, and they must be
designed to cover specific needs.
3. Basic services and street teams are the only reference point for the people who remain on the street. These services must remain open and be
strengthened.
4. Information is the key to prevent new homelessness cases.

2. Increase and strengthen street teams.
3. More coordination and training for police services.

WHAT WILL ARRELS DO?

4. Provide support services to homeless people in the area where they live.

1. We will continue working alongside the homeless people in Barcelona.
2. We will open new accommodation places.

MID AND LONG-TERM

TRANSFORMATIVE MEASURES

3. Advice and information services will be increased.
4. The street team will be strengthened.

1. Prevention-based approach so no one loses their home.
2. The right to housing as the starting point, looking beyond social services.
3. Make the paperwork to obtain basic documentation simpler.
4. Create medical health outreach teams to visit homeless				
people on the streets.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE?
Each measure in detail.
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www.arrelsfundacio.org

